Business Software and ERP Solutions
A New Generation Master Program

BusinessSoftware and ERPSolutions
Business Master Program of a New Generation!

“Business Software and ERP Solutions” is an innovative master program designed to educate executives who are ready to meet the
demands of a new and increasingly dynamic economic environment. During their studies, the students gain knowledge both from
experts in the field who have got rich practical experience and knowledge acquired in a real business environment, as well as from wellestablished academics with long experience in education. Students get acquainted with the methodology of different business
management platforms, and get the opportunity to touch on top technology and know-how for their practical management and
implementation in a real environment.
Business Master's Program is highly practical and is responsive to the need for a new generation of cadres on the labour market. They
should have a strong economic and IT background of knowledge, as well as critical thinking, with an ability to quickly adapt to the
economic environment and ready to deliver innovative technologies and solutions, in purpose to improve the functioning of the
modern company. Thus, the company could be competitive and sustainable in digital business transformation era, in the growing
globalization of the market and the transition to Industry 4.0.
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Why Business Software and ERP?
We are creating cadres for the economics of the future!

Business software and platforms for complete business management are extremely specific and complex matter, and in order to work
properly and to the benefit of the client, it is necessary to dispose with specialists combining rich economic and IT backgrounds, who
know the methodology and apply effective solutions leading to improving the functioning of companies, making them more
competitive and stable in global markets.
Globally, for years the focus has been on programmers, but in fact, there is a whole sector left – the one of business analysts and
economically-savvy people who implement and maintain these systems. More and more companies are introducing different business
software classes, and the industry is experiencing a growing shortage of staff involved in selling such solutions, project management,
integration with existing customer systems, and their future development and support.
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Highlights
The Еconomy of the Future

√ Complete Business Management Solutions
√ Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
√ General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
√ Vertical Business Solutions
√ Innovation Management
√ Automation

√ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
√ Business Intelligence (BI)
√ Internet of Things (IoT)
√ Process Engineering

√ Business Process Management (BPM)
√ Human Resource Management (HRM)
√ Unified Communications
√ Digitization

√ Marketing √ Sales

√ Integration

√ Industry 4.0

√ Cloud-Based Solutions
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Assoc. Prof. Dr. Natalia Futekova
Ideologist and Head of the Master's Program
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Natalia Futekova is Managing Partner of one of the leading
Bulgarian software development companies. She successfully combines
the entrepreneurial career in the field of technology with academic and
scientific activity, as well as with active participation in educational and
other social causes. Her scientific interests are in the development of ERP
systems and other business software solutions, as well as business
management and information systems deployment. In 2016, she got an
Associate Degree and several months later, she was awarded for
"Academic Achievement or Leadership" by Junior Chamber International Bulgaria. The project is part of the world-famous format The Outstanding
Young Persons - TOYP.
Since 2017 Natalia Futekova is a member of the Board of Directors of the
Bulgarian Association of Information Technologies (BAIT).
For more information, visit: www.futekova.com
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OUR PARTNERS
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Business Process Management

(BPM)

Business Intelligence

Customer Relationship Management

(CRM)

Finance

(BI)

(FI)

(HRM)

Human Resources Management

General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR)

OUR COURSES
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BPMCourse
Business Process Management

The nowadays challenge for the companies in a dynamically developing market economy is to increase the flexibility and efficiency of
their business processes. These two key drivers are crucial to achieving greater competitiveness and better market positions. They have
led to the application of innovative tools and methodologies accomplish these business goals.

The business process management strategy includes a management, optimization and modelling methodology, and the software
product that contains the necessary tools is called the BPM (Business Process Management) system.
Today, there is an increasing demand for BPM professionals with expertise in the field to apply skills and knowledge based on good
industry practices, as well as to use innovative technologies to create complete and efficient business processes.
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BICourse
Business Intelligence

In today's business, any future manager should understand data and have good analytical capabilities. The wide entry of Business
Intelligence systems requires knowledge of their capabilities.
The Business Intelligence course enables learners to get acquainted with real-world solutions for companies across industries. In
collaboration with leading industry specialists, the students get access to cutting-edge technology and know-how for their use in a real
business environment.
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HRMCourse
Human Resources Management

Human resource management is among the most dynamically developing business lines. Whether it is executed in a business, an
administration or a non-governmental organization, human resources management is subject to the same principles that relate to the
effective organization of staff administration processes, development and valuation as assets in any company.
The ERP Human Resources Management course examines the universal nature of the recruitment and selection process, evaluation,
remuneration, training, its internal logic and elements, as well as the main methods and techniques related to its preparation,
evaluation and implementation.
Human resource management is an application of knowledge, experience, tools and techniques to managing the most valuable
resource of organizations – the human one. Management of human resources is accomplished by formalizing and applying principally
new methods and techniques using modern software products.
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CRMCourse
Customer Relationship Management

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a strategy to manage the relationships and interactions of companies with their potential
and current customers.
Very often, CRM is only perceived as a software solution that automates marketing and sales processes and misses its key feature – that
CRM is a philosophy which puts the customer and his needs at the center of business.
Among the main topics of the specialized course, are building a CRM strategy for attracting and retaining customers by choosing an
appropriate system and reviewing current market solutions, and a methodology for implementing CRM.
During the course the students get familiar with the CRM philosophy and gain the necessary knowledge about how to reach new clients
by applying correct marketing techniques, and how they are maximally effective towards certain target group.
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FICourse
Finance

Finance of the enterprise is an integral part of the company's management. The financial modules of the software systems reflect the
financial and accounting dimensions of the company's business. They should integrate financial and accounting activities with cash and
budget management ones, as well as preparing reports and analyzes.
As a result of the training in ERP Accounting and Financial Modules, the learners get knowledge and skills that are adequate to the
current trends in the business software development. This will enable them to become more easily available on the labor market and
make them more competitive in large companies using comprehensive business solutions to manage their activity.
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GDPRCourse
General Data Protection Regulation

The GDPR course examines the main stages in organizational transformation that demonstrate the necessary steps and processes for
successfully defining and managing change in the process of improving personal data management. They set the general framework of
organizational initiatives, thereby supporting the management process, and can lead to increased efficiency of the transformation to the
new regime of personal data management.
The course will also provide knowledge on modeling and redesign of business processes by showing specific tools and examples of
modeling data protection processes to achieve high efficiency and efficacy at low cost for doing them.
Last but not least, the technological principles and functionalities of the IT systems that will describe the technological dimensions of the
process of personal data management will be discussed by focusing on choosing optimal technological solutions from the point of view
of business requirements, existing IT architecture and financial constraints.
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EDUCATION PLATFORM
in process
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Thank You!
Natalia Futekova

+359888487038
info@erpacademy.bg
www.erpacademy.bg
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